
Hollywood Crossbones 

►A 2009 Harley-Davidson 
Crossbones has been 
transformed into a post-World 
War Two style bike. The key 
parts are a replacement rear 
mudguard, RSD seat assembly 
and engine covers, a Brooklands 
exhaust, 40s Hollywood-style 
handlebars, 1925 Harley-
Davidson sprung solo seat, 
Shaw Signature oil tank with 
copper lines, Harley-Davidson 
billet black foot controls and 
mirrors. Paint is by Image 
Design Custom. A similar 
custom using a new Crossbones 
starts at £20,000 depending on 
accessories.

Build your dream Harley
► Harley-Davidson dealer Shaw launches a Custom and Speed shop ►Backed
by Roland Sands ►Representing UK in AMD world custom championships
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steve willis, 
dealer principal
“Our Custom Studio 
is above our technical 
department. For 
discussing a project, it 

gives the right feel and environment 
you’re entitled to expect when 
discussing your own personal, 
exciting and unique project.”

willis in shaw’s Custom studio

Chris Newbigging I senior reporter 
chris.newbigging@motorcyclenews.com

Harley-Davidson dealer Shaw is turning 
heads in the world custom scene – and 
now it has launched the Custom and 
Speed shop for you to build your own 
showstopper.

The Sussex dealer has a history of 
 dabbling in customs, but recently de-
cided to take the plunge and offer a 
full VIP service for building custom 
bikes from either new models from its 
showroom or your own Harley. These 
aren’t bolt-on wonders – custom paint, 
fabrication and one-off design is part of 
what Shaw is offering riders wanting 
something unique. 

The Custom and Speed shop has been 

you’d look the part on 
the Crossbones in Tinsel 
Town – and just about 
anywhere else as well
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wHy we Have a 
CusTom sTudio

roland sands

There’s no better 
example of a stock 

custom shop’s work 
than what shaw 

is kicking out 

building new bikes to showcase its abili-
ties – and the latest machine has just won 
the UK AMD custom competition in the 
Modified Harley class with ‘Strike True 
II’, netting the firm a spot in the world 
finals this summer at the Sturgis Rally in 
South Dakota. More of their bikes took 
second and fourth in the same class.

Shaw has been appointed an official 

level, and there’s no better example of a 
stock custom shop’s work.”

Shaw is trying to make having a cus-
tom bike built a VIP experience – the 
owner is a part of the build right the way 
through. The initial idea is based on the 
owner’s ideas – using Shaw’s archive of 
bikes they’ve built and parts catalogues 
as well as input from the builder. A de-
sign is agreed and throughout the build 
the owner can keep tabs on their bike. It 
is assigned its own painter, technician 
and project manager, and if you can’t 
drop in to see the bike being built, it’s 
photographed throughout. The finished 
machine is accompanied by a unique 
book of photographs of your bike.

The bikes here were built for customers 
and show what Shaw can achieve.

Roland Sands dealer – the Californian 
custom genius’ parts are used exten-
sively, as well as goodies from Perform-
ance Machine (owned by Sands’ father). 
Sands said: “Shaw has taken it to the next 

shaw’s strike True ii was winner 
of the modified Harley class 
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